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Diaries & Sketchbooks

1.

AMBLER (Clifford Gifford).
Sketchbook.
12 pencil drawings & two watercolours. Walkers “Artist”
Sketch Book No.4. Oblong 8vo. May 1915 - April 1916.
					£1,250
Ambler was born in Bradford in 1886. He trained as
a potter in Leeds before moving to London in 1910 to
study illustration, and worked as a book artist until
1914 when he travelled to the US and Canada. On his
return Ambler joined the Artists Rifles. He saw action
in France and was wounded by machine gun fire. The
images in this sketchbook document this time, and his
artistic talent is evident throughout.
The album opens with three well-executed images of
French soldiers, the first in watercolour, the other two
with manuscript notes indicating how they should
be coloured. The other images are primarily of ruins
at Matringhem, a sugar factory at Sonchez, and also
include a deceased soldier.
Ambler resumed his career as an illustrator after the
war, working for magazines such as the Boys Own
Paper, The Champion and Nelson Lee Library. The
album opens with three well-executed images of
French soldiers, the first in watercolour, the other two
with manuscript notes indicating how they should be
coloured. The other images are primarily of ruins at
Matringhem, a sugar factory at Sonchez, a deceased
soldier. Ambler was born in 1886 and so was in his
mid-twenties when he drew these images. (209264)

2.

[ANON]

Drawings from the Battlefields of France.

25 original pencil drawings on squared paper. Oblong 12mo notebook, lacking wrappers. Western Front, 1916 - 1917.
												£275
An amusing group of captioned cartoon style drawings by a soldier evidently serving on the Western Front.
There are jibes made regarding the quality of the food, the lack of rest, the constant danger, the strict discipline and the joy of rum rations. (212041)

3.

BEADLE (Gerald ‘Jack’). [Diaries, 1903-1919 and 1928-1930.]
2 volumes, tall 8vo ruled notebooks, manuscript in ink. Cloth covered boards, both vols re-cased and reinforced. V1:
197pp, 61 tipped in photographs and various pieces of ephemera. [Various places]. June 1903 - October 1919. V2: 357pp.
10 tipped in photographs, clippings and ephemera. [Various places]. December 1928 - April 1930. 1903-1930.
£3000
Detailed manuscript diaries of a man’s young life in the merchant navy, as an itinerant labourer and ultimately
smallholder in Oregon, then at the outbreak of war enlistment into the Gloucestershire Regiment and service as
a sniper for the 7th Battalion at Gallipoli. Following this, further action and detailed movement across the
Mesopotamian campaign, specifically Bazra, Suez, the Wadi River, and a stint on camel transport through Iraq.
Demobbed to Baku in Azerbaijan after peace is officially declared, there is a fascinating insight into the post-conflict situation in the Middle East with descriptions of harsh military policing, capital punishment and the
movements and treatment of Armenian and Syrian refugees. Finally back home, we see a young man desperately
struggle in integrate back into civilian society, and battle depression and likely PTSD.
Apprenticed at the tender age of 15 on the British barque Galena, Gerald ‘Jack’ Beadle of Southampton begins his
diary with salty tales of the merchant navy. Carrying mineral cargoes like saltpetre and coal, he finds his sea-legs
via Callao, Newcastle NSW, Talcahuano and various other key ports on the early 20th century trade routes. The
action is lively and it is clearly a dangerous life; within two weeks of departing from Barry Docks, a mate he
joined up with Victor Cooke falls from the rigging overboard and is killed. The entries are peppered with rough
seafaring anecdotes, like at Newcastle NSW how “the last time Capt Chisholm was there he was master of a ship
called Black Braise, he shot two of the crew, which cost him 700£ to get out of, two Dagoes I think”, and how they
“sold most of their clothes for pocket money” in Montevideo.
Following the Galena’s shipwreck off the Columbia Bar, Beadle and his lifelong friend Billy Marshall decide
they’d had enough and skip out after 3 1/2 of their 4 years indenture. A local dairy farmer aids and feeds them as
they evade capture by the Sheriff and their Captain, living hobo-style in the woods. They then work off this debt
on the dairy farm and begin a bucolic period of itinerant farm work and fruit picking in and around Astoria in
Clatsop County, Oregon. Beadle and Marshall slowly pay off the purchase of a plot of land in the small town, with
an intermission of a six months between Oct 1909 and April 1910 in which they work as crew on the Glasgow

Tramp Steamer Earl of Douglas. Just before leaving Portland, Beadle buys a camera (most likely a Brownie),
and the trip and subsequent years’ adventures are well illustrated with photographs he takes of his shipmates
and surroundings, and develops below deck. Notable images include one of the Chinese cook who “would
persist in having his alarm clock + bottles + boxes + things [in the picture with him]. I thought I’d get a good
meal for this photo of him, but owing to having missed out his feet, he was quite upset. I got no feed.” In
Belfast docks he sees the Olympic and Titanic under construction before making a brief visit home to Southampton.
He returns to Clatsop in 1910 travelling cross country on the Pacific Railroad. Initially he stays again with
dairy farmer Frank Wilkinson, but finds that his friendship with Frank’s daughter Marjorie has developed into
uncomfortable feelings: “The reason I left Frank was because I got so abominably fond of Marjorie, + not at all
in a sisterly manner [...] Marjorie being 15 + I 22 I chucked my job up to get out of the way, otherwise I should
have gone stone crazy.” The Brownie prints they took of one another in this period are particularly evocative:
“Marjorie + I both had cameras + took a good many photos, developing them in a darkroom, which was
perfect agony.”
Beadle and Marshall move into a shack they’ve built on their plot of land and start cultivating cranberries
whilst continuing to work for Wilkinson and other farmers in the town. Beadle takes winter jobs on a lumber
steamers, travelling between California and Alaska to service the canneries in Chignic Bay. There are a dozen
good photographs from Alaska in 1913, including pictures of other ships, crew life, and one of indigenous
canoes. The summer of 1913 in Clatsop saw the town club together to build a dance hall, which they put
money and labour towards. The rest of that year was then spent enjoying the good small town social life, and
the ongoing perils of his feelings for Marjorie.
As news of the outbreak of was reached him in 1914, Beadle shipped home on the Olympic, which he had
seen in construction four years previous, and from which journey there is another nice group of photographs.
He tried his luck at the Scotland Yard Recruiting Office with a letter (loosely inserted in duplicate) stating that
“I have returned home to take any part I can in the War and believe that my experience would enable me to be
very useful in a Flying Corps either Afloat or Ashore.” A later note in Beale’s hand adds “they suggested the

Navy. I said I had already been to sea so would try the Army.”
He enlists in the 19th Hussars (glad not to have been made an officer “being terribly self conscious + lacking
in the smallest degree of self confidence”) and on August 16 1915 he and “A draft of 100 men left Gravesend
to join the 7 Gloster [sic] Battalion on the Gallipoli Peninsula”. Their arrival finds a near decimated 7th
Gloucestershire who in his words had “made an attack shortly before we joined them, going over the top
1,050 or 1,100 strong + coming back about 200”. Beadle describes how he maintained these diary entries in
the trenches on the back of the cheques in his chequebook. These entries are then copied up into this ledger
during the period in 1919 after demobilisation when he has returned to his parents’ house, with additional
comments separated from original entries with an asterisk. In only his second entry dated 7th Sept 1915 he
records the death of a comrade “Rafferty was killed this morning. Shrapnel in the back of the head.” Beadle
volunteers as a sniper, but notes that he erased this detail from the original chequebook in case he was
captured by the Turks.
The Gallipoli entries are as harsh as would be expected from any record of that campaign, but specifically give
an insight into intimate conditions affecting privates in the trenches. Lice and dysentery are primary complaints, as is the unfair treatment from commanding officers, which is at times harsh to the point of endangerment. The instability of the mud trenches themselves however in the encroaching winter is the real
harrowing read: “On Nov 26th we had a terrible rain fall after dark, filled the trenches up to the top. Our
Battalion which was 500 strong, two days after was 65. We snipers drew no rations for 5 days. But russled
food out of swamped dugouts and trenches. It was hell absolutely. People who have not seen cannot imagine.
After rain of two hours heavy frost followed. Men died + were drowned in the trenches.”
After three months of moving between the firing line (“I’ve been handed over a pair of wire cutters for cutting
barbed wire entanglements”) and the support trenches (“we only shifted back 300 yards into some more
trenches, for a rest, as they call it”), all the while suffering terribly from dysentery, Beadle was evacuated to
Suvla Bay and spent Christmas day 1915 on Lemnos Island, reporting sick with frostbitten feet. There is a fine
snapshot from this time of he and his comrade Norton Crocket taken “outside our dugout at Suvla Bay,

Crockett cleaning his revolver, myself cleaning my rifle.”
January sees him through Alexandria and Port Said where “we paraded + drill + did everything that a soldier
does when he’s having a so called rest”, before being garrisoned on the east bank of the Suez Canal in order to
conduct patrols. By 16th Feb however he’s mobilised from Port Said to the Persian Gulf, in particular Basra.
Conditions in Iraq sound desperately unpleasant with fever, thirst, heat (120 in the shade), and flies being the
main complaint, as well as a very poor relationship with his Commanding Officer Younghusband: “Washing our
equipment was another of the many useless orders given in the army which make life a misery. It’s alright in the
barracks, but on active service altogether out of the question. The cursing that Younghusband got, was sincere
and from every man’s soul. I myself called him a bastard + fervently called to Christ he would get killed.” (This
“curse came true” when Younghusband was indeed killed in the next skirmish).
His next movement is to the Wadi River, where he comments that the heat, mosquitoes, and septic sores almost
drove him to insanity. By December he is headed up the Tigris with a bad case of diarrhoea and on a ration of
just a pint of water per man per day: “Dead tired (dia’) bad. Would willingly lay down and die quietly.” He spends
his birthday on the firing line and then is on the move constantly to Baghdad, Kerna and finally Basra. Thirst is
still a daily trial and April 1st he receives “7 days No 2 Field Punishment, for drinking unchlorinated water”.
July 1917 he has his first leave since arriving in Gallipoli, spending a month in Belgaum, India. He then returns
to Hamedan, Iraq where he comes face to face with swathes of refugees dislocated by the conflict, although
seems to have little sympathy for their plight: 27 Aug 1918 “disarming refugees as they come down. Pressing all
able bodied men into the army, don’t know what army! Carrying dead out of hospital, dying like flies. Most have
trecked 19-25 days before getting here. Armenians + Syrians, lots are lazy + wont help themselves. Small pox
here. Dysentery + other diseases worse. Have to drive them with sticks to get vaccinated.” Following this he is
put on camel transport, and is either marching or riding camels great distances daily until peace is declared.
The official end of the war does not mean home for Beadle however, as he is demobbed to Baku in Azerbaijan to
enforce the peace. This is perhaps the most interesting section of all, as it shows the volatility of this nation, only
just separated from the Russian Empire, in its early infancy. It’s more than the exhausted Beadle can take
however, and his previously hinted at prejudices and attitudes truly shine through in this period, finding very
little compassion for the those native peoples on either side: 5 Dec ’18 “Some people wish the Turks to take this
place again, they massacred somewhere between 20,000 + 30,000 Armenians last time they took it.” 11 Dec ’18
“We have one man in the clink who owns the largest hotel in the town + also a lot of property besides. An
Armenian, Capt in Russian Army. Slaughtered 300 Persians. Think he will be shot.” This thread continues: 13
Dec ’18 “Saw two men hung + one shot at noon. Some party say they wont tolerate capital punishment + say the
way things are being done is how we would govern our negroes in the African Colonies. I could have hung those
two men better myself.”
Beadle then extraordinarily spends some months guarding two Persian Princes, who are being held as political
prisoners. From an inserted clipping it seems highly likely that they were Abulfath’ Mirza Salar-ed-Dowleh and
one of his brothers. He doesn’t think much of the princes and their demands, and predominantly ridicules their
sensibilities and eccentric habits “the prince has a mania for pulling the WC plug.”
Finally, in February/March 1919 he sails out via Constantinople and Salonika, and after a further crowded an
unpleasant lorry journey, he is deloused and returned home. Rather than a joyful homecoming however, upon
arrival, he discovers that his brother George has died of pneumonia in Germany, and he sinks into a deep
depression. During this period he scarcely leaves the house, and occupies his time with copying up this ledger of
diary entries from his wartime notebooks (now lost). He pines to return to America and corresponds with Billy
Marshall regularly, and his father and grandfather try to lend him money to buy into the barge industry, but his
nerves and confidence are shot, and he declares that “I’d rather go over the top any day than go round making
inquiries how to do things.” The first volume of his diaries ends October 5th 1919 with the sentence “Wonder if
I’ll ever feel contented again anywhere.”
There is a space of nine years elapsed before the second volume begins, and we find Beadle a settled and more
pensive man. He did indeed enter the barge industry, and writes much of this and the sea in general. His father
has recently committed suicide, and this return to diary writing feels both like an attempt to come to terms with
this event and a exercise in more general self inspection and literary refinement (he has ambitions both to
poetry and playwriting). He has never married, but maintains correspondence with Marjorie, who has had two
unhappy marriages and who’s son there is a photograph of tipped in. In his words “I love + admire women, but
were it possible I should not inflict myself upon the most unselfish female born.” Although set at an entirely
different pace to the constant action and movement of the first volume, this revisiting of old ground is potentially rich in psychological insight into the after-effects of conflict induced Post Traumatic Stress Disorder. (224295)

4.

GAILLARD (A.)

Drawings of the Western Front.

Landscape format watercolour album, 24 x 16 cm, with pen and ink titling design “Album des Dessins” on front cover.
c. 60 leaves, the first 23 with mounted pen and ink drawings, captioned and with trompe l’oeil framing rules. [Vaubecourt, 1916.] 											£575
A vigorous and primitive album, with the pencil note on the front endpaper, presumably by its author, “A.
Gaillard ... commencé le 20 décembre 1916.” It appears to have been used throughout the war, as the last
entry represents a bloodthirsty collaboration of French and American soldiers at the Battle of Thierry. The majority of the drawings relate to Vaubecourt, on the Meuse, with before and after drawings, particularly of the
ruined church, but other neighbouring villages such as Louppy-le-Petit and Sermaize. There’s no indication
that Gaillard was a participant and it is likely that he or she was a local resident. Among pictures of ruined
architecture we have a “groupe de prisonniers subissant un interrogation”, a crashed zeppelin and a crashed
German plane, and a version of the mythical “L’enfant au fusil de Bois”, when the Germans were supposed to
have executed a child by firing squad for having a wooden gun. (216914)

“Far far from Ypres I’m wanting to be
Where gun songs cannot seize me
Picture me crouching were [sic] the worms creep
Waiting for a Jack John To put me to sleep”
5.

HOPCRAFT (Hugh Stanley, Liet).
Manuscript Trench Diary of an officer who lost
his leg in the Somme. Dec 1915 - Dec 1916.
Autograph Manuscript Diary (“H. S. Hopcraft, K. S. L. I., 69 Ladbroke Grove, Holland Park, London”), 77 x
104mm. London, Staff College Camberley, Bournemouth and France (including the Somme), late December 1915
to end of 1916 (daily until 12 July, then a break until 8 August and sporadically thereafter until the end of the year).
Original burgundy leather with some wear and scuffing, also to the tongue. Some cracking at the hinges and a slight
loss to the spine, but overall in good order. With a recent copy of a photo showing officers of the 7th (Service) Battalion
of the King’s Shropshire Light Infantry. 								
£1,750
Majority written in Hopcraft’s hand, with a few in another’s, possibly Kathleen Corbould, Hopcraft’s sweetheart. Includes a memo written on 14th February that reads “the very best of luck my dear. Shall be thinking
lots of you & I know you won’t forget yr promise.”
Manuscript diary of Lieutenant Hugh Stanley Hopcraft of the King’s (Shropshire) Light Infantry (7th battalion) detailing his time at Staff College Camberley, deployment, life at the front, leg amputation and rehabilitation. The entries are short and concise but offer a wealth of detail about both Hopcraft, his training and the
war. He was aged about 22 at the time of writing and the first two months of the diary show a young man enjoying his freedom before heading overseas. At Camberley he writes of his rigorous army training but equally
describes his very active free time, where he revels in long motorcycle rides (“15 hrs – 165 miles”), dances with
girls late into the night (“Danced … only man 3 girls!”), and is happy to forego sleep in order to fit everything
in (“Party at Goode’s … Did not go to bed”).
Whilst writing at the front Hopcraft gives a very immediate sense of the perils of trench warfare. Entries such
as 1st April, “trench attack with stoke guns, smoke bombs, rifle grenade experiments”, or 10th May, “trench
mortared, rotten time!”, are commonplace. He often goes into greater detail, describing the situation and positions of his guns and men, for example “10 o’clock aroused by rapid fire all down the line – hurried out to get
up to “forward position” before shelling got too heavy. Wood shelled to blazes … Expected an attack, shelling

stopped at dawn.” Some locations are obscured due to security but mentioned locations include Woodcote
Farm (also known by British forces as Bedford House), Convent Estaminet, Bailleul and Bois Carré (some of
which are now war cemeteries). Amidst the fire-fights and shelling there are flashes of normality, even joy:
football matches held one week in mid-April; one shining entry on 3rd June, “No parades. Lovely day … Had a
good gallop, slept in the sun during the afternoon & dreamt!”; and a week’s leave spent with “K” Corbould in
mid-June, “Went to Sandbanks … Perfect time! … K and I very happy.”
The last entry before his being wounded at the Battle of Albert is sparse but nonetheless moving: “Preparation for the attack, letter from Kitty. Singsong in the dugout.” He was one of c. 85,000 casualties of that battle
and the next entries, a month later, bluntly detail the amputation: “leg prepared 11 am amputation. Morphine
injection at 9:30pm”; “pain still bad, very upset. Morphine”; “primary haemorrhage nearly snuffed it”; “very
weak … abscess discovered. Pain awful.” Despite complications Hopcraft survived and later entries mention
Roehampton and his being measured for a prosthetic leg by Openshaw, a surgeon at Queen Mary Hospital
Roehampton, which was known as “the human repair factory” (Hopcraft writes about the prothesis excitedly:
“Can put a leg on! Grand! Top hole-old thing!”) The final entries at Christmas 1916 show Hopcraft spent it in
Bournemouth with “K”’s family, showing the young couple still together, despite injury and adversity.
A few additional notes by Hopcraft include his motor car no., licence no., some names of fellow soldiers
(some crossed out) and a variation on the popular song “Far far from Ypres I’m wanting to be...” (217839)

6.

LOCKYER (William J.S.)
R.N.V.R. & R.A.F.

Manuscript diaries, July 1915 - March 1919.

8 vols. Manuscript in ink and pencil, in a clear and legible hand. Occasional ms. plans and drawings, copious tipped
in typescript & carbon copy signal reports, lists of ratings, printed synoptic and meteorological charts as well as
playbills, newspaper clippings, menus and other ephemera. Army issue red cloth bound 16mo notebooks, 60x11mm,
each with a blue paper label titled in ink. Occasional offsetting and slightly bumped, light wear to labels, otherwise
very good condition. [c.1280]pp. R.N.A.S. Rochford, Detling, Manston, Westgate, Bercham Newton, July 1915 - September 1919. 											£3,500
An extensive and comprehensive record from the heart of Britain’s nascent air service. Kept by an accomplished meteorologist and invaluable coordinator, these meticulous daily logs not only chart William J. S.
Lockyer’s personal progression from Lieutenant in the Royal Naval Volunteer Reserve to Major in the Royal
Air Force, but they also give a detailed insight into the development and full lifespan of Royal Navy Air Service
before it was consolidated into the Royal Air Force in 1918. Distinctly separated from the Royal Flying Corps
(the army air faction) in 1915, the R.N.A.S. focussed predominantly on supporting naval operations in terms
of reconnaissance on land and sea, as well as defence particularly against enemy Zeppelin attacks.
Although not a pilot himself, Lockyer begins his service as a key coordinator for the R.N.A.S. camps at
Rochford and Detling. His meteorological training is put to good use, and much of the early volumes are
concerned with the logging of Zeppelin raids in consolidated reports, many examples of which here tipped in
in carbon copy, the information for which being gathered from observation and listening posts along the
British coastline. These reports show military technology at a fascinating moment of transition - by the
outbreak of war in 1914 both sides had sufficiently developed aeronautic programs to be engaging in aerial
warfare, but as radar was still decades away, the means of detection were still entirely reliant upon human
sensory observation. These observances were then telegrammed or telephoned from posts to bases, and the
information was gathered into reports and used to direct searchlamps and launch aerial counter attacks.
Throughout his journals, Lockyer refers to these raids with their naval slang name of “HICKBOO”s - an
almost nightly occurrence. (For a
brief spell, confusingly, he also
has a cat by this name.)
Considerable pride has clearly
been taken in the maintenance
of these logs, and Lockyer
intersperses the early records
with neatly drafted plans of his
camps and the surrounding
areas. He also shows a flair for
engineering, frequently bemoaning and repairing the Italia and
Lancia automobiles at the camp,
as well as devising and detailing
with diagrams both inventions
for the drying of Wellington
boots, and means of signalling
airborne aircraft from the
ground through the use of flares

and mirrors. He often makes observational trips with the pilots, and is in many instances uses these occasions
to take aerial photographs with his camera, which he develops himself and remarks upon the quality of.
Although very much at the front line of the home front, as it were, Lockyer’s enthusiasm is at times infectious
and can play down the gravity and importance of the night time observations being performed at these bases.
Upon a visit to R.N.A.F. Eastchurch on June 15 1916 he remarks “Eastchurch as a station is unrecognisable!!
Buildings Galore - [...] Fowler took me over his shops + also to the hangar where the two Hadley Pages + the
225 Short are. They are enormous machines - + made me thing of H.G. Wells’ books. I went in the fuselage of
the latest H.P. - I returned to Detling in 40 mins - some time for me.” He also intersperses stories of visiting
flying aces performing loop the loops and high jinx of emergency landing in farmers’ fields, with more grave
instances that better tell the very real dangers, both physical and mental, risked by these early Naval aviators.
For example, Oct 24 1916 “Sad news about Hardstaff’s fatal accident at Eastchurch + also about Sq. Com.
Mavic’s serious accident”, and Feb 3 1916 “H. Sub. Lt. Morgan is suffering from nerves after his Zepp fight &
Dr Bridges spoke over the phone to me about him. He has got 2 weeks sick leave to recuperate.” In one
notable incident on August 22 1917 the bucolic idyll of cricket matches and swimming in the sea is jarringly
interrupted by the shooting down of two German Gothas in the immediate vicinity of the camp. The day on
which the incident takes place is superscripted with “A Great Day”, but the entry on the following day brings
home the reality of the occurrence: “I was sent off by Ross to find out what effects were found in the bodies of
the 3 Germans that came down in the burnt planes. I went to the farm and saw the three bodies. They were a
ghastly sight. All three perfectly naked + badly burnt. One had half his skull off + all inside protruding.” It’s

interesting to note that Lockyer follows this entry with both the Daily Mirror clipping celebrating the first
Gotha shot down over British soil, complete with pictures of the crash site, as well as two much more discreet
articles reporting the burials in Margate cemetery of the three German aviators.
During WWI over 5000 bombs were dropped on Britain by German Zeppelins. Although nowhere near as
devastating as the coming ‘Blitz’ in WWII, the psychological affects on the civilian population, as well as the
not inconsiderable damage done by these often inaccurate raids meant that the counteroffensive work done by
the R.N.A.S. was an invaluable contribution to the war effort. The wealth of information in the formal signal
and meteorological reports which Lockyer frequently tips in alongside his entries is supported nicely by
expanded personal observations where relevant. A particularly fine example of this accompanies the report for
October 1 1916, where the official carbon copy signals report records at 01.20am “G.O.C. and Home Force;s
report. Zepp brought down in flames at Oat meal Farm Potters Bar.” To this Lockyer adds “Saw another Zepp
burn in the NW direction, this is the 3rd I have seen. It nose dived just like first and took place at 12 58 G.M.T.
We cheered as usual.” In the margin alongside this is the pencil addendum “* L31 Potters Bar”, and there is
also a diagram of the burning Zeppelin nosediving towards the ground. This particular incident was significant as it killed the crew including Liet. Heinrich Mathy, who at that point was Germany’s star pilot, holding
the record for the most Zeppelin bombings executed over British territory.
Lockyer moves between various R.N.A.S. bases, and gives informative accounts of life and operations at each.
By the time in 1917 he’s moved to Manstone, he’s officially appointed “No 1” of the base, and therefore his
entries reflect this added responsibility. These span from managing an outbreak of Rubella to the manhunt
for AWOL PO Wood, who is finally apprehended at Crystal Palace and transported to Chatham for trial. There
are several other references to naval courtmartials to which Lockyer is either prithee or required to provide
evidence. Lockyer’s appointment at Manstone is shortlived however, as by mid 1917 he’s been transferred to
Westgate to take over the role of Intelligence Officer from Bertie Ingram. He is also at this time promoted
from Lieutenant to Lieutenant Commander, and the nature of his work takes on a new and interesting slant,
encompassing the decoding of cypher messages, and the recovery and reporting upon a German kite, an
unmanned offensive device of which “the wires had short circuited several telephone and tram connectors”.
His work also seems to be touching upon other intelligence matters including those concerning interned
German nationals from the local area.
This archive of diaries offers a rare and detailed home-front perspective on WWI bombings and raids, as well
as counteroffensive techniques. These information rich logs are especially valuable considering the high
ranking of their author, and the increasing level of intelligence clearance he has access to. (224587)

7.

MACPHERSON (Capt. J. E.).
[Great War manuscript diary/memoir detailing
events in 1916, specifically the Battle of the Somme].
Autograph(?) manuscript diary, written in blue and navy ink on rectos; versos used for notes, additions, etc.; a
handful of ms. annotations and amendments (such as missing names filled in) to rectos, seemingly in the same hand;
pencil drawing of church(?) at “Auxi-le-Chateau, Dec 1916” pasted in. Original limp brown cloth, slightly worn,
some staining (white paint) to top right corner of upper cover, otherwise very good. Approx. 60 pages, not incl. ms. on
versos. N.p., n.d., [c. 1919-1935]. 									£1,500
Written after the war (likely between the close of WW1 and commencement of WW2), the memoir records
Captain MacPherson’s experiences on the Western Front. An engaging writer, he gives an immersive and unusually descriptive account of life as a company commander (‘A’ Company) in the 12th Battalion (Royal Scots)
of the 9th (Scottish) Division during 1916. The manuscript importantly covers the Battle of the Somme and
contains much useful information to contribute to the history of the Royal Scots during that conflict.
The manuscript opens with a single page, concerning 1914. The nine dated entries account for MacPherson’s

entry into Kitchener’s Army; providing the dates of when he volunteered, applied for commission and for
when he was posted to the 12th Battalion.
Three pages of short dated entries follow, covering the period from Jan. 28th to June 4th 1916: his arrival in
France in mid February; the first view of the trenches in late February; leave in April and May; the movements
of the battalion before joining the front line; final preparations in late June, “… fighting kit arranged and
everything in order for action”.
Then comes the bulk of the diary (starting with dated entries, but soon turning into a paragraph-by-paragraph
account), which begins on the first day of the Somme (July 1st 1916) and ends with him returning home on
December 28th 1916. This section details MacPherson’s part in all of the significant actions he, and the rest of
the 12th Battalion, faced during those six months: the attack on Bernafay Wood (3-8 July); the two attacks on
Longueval Village (14, 15 July); a turn in the line at Vimy Ridge (15-23 August); a period in Snag Trench during
the Battle of Le Transloy (19-21 October).
He writes openly on the realities of each conflict, not only reporting the facts, but relating the specific, often
surreal or gruesome, scenes and events that confronted him. Certain images are lasting, such as that of
him collapsing, exhausted into sleep, on a makeshift surgeon’s table in a German trench. He also notes the
moments of tenderness and brotherhood; none more striking than his almost familial concern and eventual
relief at losing his men in the midst of the “first big shell gas bombardment” of the battle, only to find them
“in an old trench … asleep while wearing their gas helmets”.
The most remarkable pages are arguably those concerning the two failed attacks on Longueval village, as
MacPherson was promoted to Commanding Officer for both actions. His promotion was a last-minute change
caused by the death of the previous C.O., Lieut.-Colonel H. L. Budge, who was killed by a shell during the
march to the line on the night of the 13th. As an experienced and trusted leader Budge was a great loss, particularly to MacPherson, who writes of taking over command “with a heavy heart”.
With little time to adapt to his new role he was taken away from his battalion and stationed in Caterpillar
Valley, where he received updates on the action. Though the first objective (the capture of the enemy’s front
defences) was secured, the second (to take Longueval village) was a far sterner test; especially for the 12th
battalion who lead the attack.
MacPherson describes the extreme difficulty of this second stage of the offensive and, in turn, the challenges of his new role; explaining that while brigade asked for “progress reports and exact map references as to
points attained by the battalions”, such information was nigh impossible to give as nearly all of his company
commanders were dead. In his immense frustration and worry for his men, MacPherson went against orders
and “pushed up to the line”. Once there he “found that casualties had been considerable, over 60 percent”.
The burden of responsibility amongst such chaos is a recurring theme, but is felt most strongly here.
Unsatisfied with the result, MacPherson’s superiors ordered a second attempt the following day, which again
resulted with the battalion being forced back to their lines. In the wake of the retreat he faced criticism, which
he notes in the diary, arriving at the conclusion that he could not have done anything more to make the offensive a success: “I do not consider the result was other than could be expected.” Historical consensus would
agree with the mammoth scale of the task; John Ewing states that “The death of Lieut-Colonel Budge proved
a great misfortune; for the task of the battalion, to secure Longueval … was one of extraordinary difficulty”
(p.114. History of the 9th Scottish Division 1914-1919. London: John Murray, 1921).
Soon after Longueval, MacPherson was replaced as C.O. and, excepting a short period as second-in-command,
was restored to his position as the company commander of ‘A’ Company. He keeps this position for the rest
of the time covered by the diary and, despite a number of near misses, is spared as bloody an offensive as
Longueval. There are however other harrowing passages; the short spell in Snag Trench during the Battle of le
Transloy, which had only just been gained after a brutal struggle, is particularly vivid: “It was one of the worst
spots I ever struck — concentrated horror of war”.
The remaining entries detail a narrowly avoided offensive near Flers in late October (weather conditions
determined a late change of plan), MacPherson’s time attending a course at the Army school at Auxi-le-Château and a brief return to the trenches. He took leave on Christmas Day, spent the 26th in Calais (where had
a “jolly dinner” and procured silk stockings) and, having begun to “experience the joys of civilisation again”,
reached home on the 28th of December. (224047)

8.

MULLER (Kurt).

Papers of a civilian Internee.

Photographs, drawings and other documents, mostly laid down on stationery of his later business in woodworking machinery.
Contained in a later folder, headed “Kurt Müller civil prisoner of war Oct. 1914 - Febr. 1919.” Most notes and annotations are in
German by Müller himself, but there are some additional later post-it notes in English, apparently added by Müller’s grandchild.
1914 - 1919. 												£3,250
Kurt Müller had the misfortune to be studying in London at the outbreak of the First World War, living with a family
by the name of Holmes, in Finsbury Park. Mounted photographs document a cheerfully Pooterish life, enthusiastically
moustached Mr. Holmes with his violin, the handsome son Hubert, the toothy but wholesome daughter Olive, and Jack,
the dog. Outings are taken on the Thames, and rhododendrons are photographed in Finsbury Park. The idyll ends in
1914, marked by a colourful English recruiting card for the territorial regiment the “Finsbury Rifles”, and a note that in
October Müller was arrested and taken to a concentration camp at Olympia, London, and thence to the troopship Royal
Edward, at anchor off Southend-on-Sea in the Thames Estuary. There are two photo reproductions of the Royal Edward
with an autograph note indicating internment on that vessel was until July 1915.
The first watercolour drawing in the album is of his (well-appointed) cabin on the Royal Edward, next to a pen and ink
drawing, also by Müller, of Southend Pier, and opposite these is an amusing typed Notice from the Captain that “Another
letter in a bottle has been washed ashore. If a further instance of a letter being discovered occurs, the whole of the Prisoners of War on board this Ship, and the others, will be severely punished. Any complaints persons have to make are always
attended to ...” The subsequent page has charming drawings of shipping - a barque, Thames barges, smacks, and bawleys
with a couple of more military vessels, minesweepers or the like. These slight, precise drawings all date between 24th
November 1914 and 6th March 1915.
Another page features drawings created after Müller witnessed one of the most intense events in the lower Thames
Estuary during this period, when H.M.S. Princess Irene exploded; an event that resulted in the loss of some 400 lives. One
of the four drawings is marked “original”, the two others are amplifications, and one is of the earlier explosion of H.M.S.
Bulwark, which also went up in the Medway, six months earlier. A small group of clippings and a manuscript translation
of an essay by Lowell Thomas record the later sinking of the Royal Edward at Gallipoli, with huge loss of life.
War is a time of baffling movements, soldiers and prisoners moving en bloc at short notice, often with no explanation,
and Muller’s next location is back in North London, in the huge Alexandra Palace concentration camp.

A communication posted from North London, presumably from the Holmes family, is removed with the
censor’s printed note saying that they’ve removed the “tracts” since only personal or business correspondence
may be had with prisoners of war. An evocative pen and ink drawing of Christmas at Alexandra Palace (18th
December 1915) sits next to a newspaper cutting about a Captain Schmidt’s escape from Alexandra Palace and
journey to neutral ground; there are colourful watercolours of imaginary birthday presents of longed-for German foods (captioned “Sehnsucht” - nostalgia -) and flowers from his mother; a panoramic view from Alexandra Palace; a drawing of a Zeppelin raid at night, searchlights criss-crossing the sky.
By August 1916 they’re in the Isle of Man, at the Knockaloe camp near the village of Patrick on the west side
of the island. A fine small photo, neatly labelled, shows a group of 26 “kameraden” (comrades) including
Müller, who had previously been at Alexandra Palace together. There are a number of evocative pen and ink/
watercolour illustrations from his period on the Isle of Man, including one of some inmates enjoying leisure
time in the gardens, sitting and reading on deck chairs; and a number of illustrations of the inside of the
billets, made homely with plants and picture frames of loved ones. A note, in English of the history and geography of the Isle of Man (St John’s, Manx, Peel Castle etc) and illustrations drawn from outside the bounds of
the camp shows how the German prisoners of war had a degree of freedom on the island. An attractive pen
and ink drawing by Müller of “Meine Lagerstelle” (my warehouse, 28 – 30th December 1916) is presented
alongside two photos, one which shows Müller by fellow prisoners, Otto Bohudel and Johannigmann (16
November 1916), clearly taken in the living space depicted in Müller’s adjacent drawing. A beautiful two page
drawing of the surrounding countryside (pen, ink, watercolour and pastel), shows the camp in its position
next to the village of Patrick, and looking out over towards historic Tynwald Hill. Two solitary figures sit atop
a hill under dramatic clouds. Seven further detailed illustrations of the countryside - including Tynwald Hill
- follow; some are accompanied with descriptions, for instance, “blick and hugel neben die lager.. der berg ist
im sommer .. blumen bedeckt, die wunderbar riechen” (rough trans: “The view and hill next to the camp .. the
mountain in summer .. covered in flowers, which smell wonderful”).
The last page is dedicated to the final leg of Müller’s journey: in January 1919 he was transferred to Camp
Ripon (a note written to the Commander of that camp describes his lost luggage, mislaid en route between
Liverpool and Ripon); also affixed to this page are notes and documents detailing Müller’s release in 1919.
The most striking, a certificate in German - dated 14th February 1919 – acknowledges his return from English
captivity (“kehrt aus englischer gefangenschaft”) .

Other assorted items include: a detailed, intriguingly written first-hand account (typed) of Müller’s time on
the Prince Edward, focussing on the explosions he witnessed ([Translated from German] “It was obvious that
an explosion had taken place, but of what kind? Our sentries stood silently and in awe of its power and the
size and we could only guess at the size of devastation. Two days later you could read in the English press
the destroyer ‘Bulwark’, displacement of 15000 long tons, with a crew of 800 had blown up while loading
ammunition.”); two photos of a fellow prisoner of war; newspaper cuttings on various topics; and 9 pages 8vo
in German, notes mentioning events of the war, starting from the battle of Jutland (3 June 1916), spanning
various topics, mentioning HMS Rostock, the sinking of HMS Hampshire with Kitchener on board, Verdun,
the Western Front, London, the camp at Knockaloe etc.
This sensitive interesting little archive illuminates the contemporary observation on the plight of the civilian
internees made by the Quaker Emergency Committee: “The bulk of the men were quiet family men, of good
character. Many of them had come to England (or their fathers had) to escape military service or the military
atmosphere in Germany. They had looked upon England as a land of justice and freedom, and were genuinely
puzzled and oppressed by the sense of the personal injustice that was now their lot.” (215437)

9.

[PITCAIRN JONES (Capt. L.J.)]
Pair of Watercolours showing the Arrival of Ships
of the German Fleets at Scapa Flow, November 1918.
Arrival at Scapa Flow of S.M.S. Bayern, Nov. 1918. and Arrival at Scapa Flow of S.M. Ships “Kronprinz Wilhelm”
and “Grosser Kurfurst” for Internment escorted by H.M. Ships “Revenge” (Flag Admiral Sir Charles Madden) and
“Resolution”, 27th November 1918. Contemporary watercolours, each c.6“ x 10”. Some slight wrinkling from mounting
on album leaves, otherwise very good. Initialed, dated, [19]18. 					£500
A very attractive pair of sunset images which would certainly seem to be the work of an eyewitness. (82319)

“TO HELL WITH FRANCE”
10.
RUETTGER (Emil A.)
Diary in France.
Manuscript in ink. Portrait photograph laid down to rear pastedown. 16mo. Original red straight-grained cloth, rubbed and
soiled. 72pp. 21 July, 1918 - 11 April, 1919.
£1,250
A laconic and ill-tempered account of service overseas by
Sgt. Emil A. Ruettger of Indiana. Ruettger’s daily records
are often darkly humorous and focus predominantly on the
bad weather, “damn poor chow” and the letters he writes
to and receives from his sweetheart, Olive Keyser (“O.K.”),
who is likely the young lady standing beside him in the
tipped in photograph at the rear of the diary. His reports of
daily life give an insight into the attitudes of Allied Forces
at this stage in the war, sailing from Southampton to Le
Havre and then travelling by train or foot towards Western
Front, where in early November he joins the action in the
Battle of the Sambre: “Tues 5. Heavy fighting. Nothing to
eat. Two Gerry planes downed.”
Ruettger doesn’t think much of Europe as he passes
through towards the front line: “Strange country. Women
look wild”. “Tasted wine, damn sour. Eats are few.” And
even the proclamation of “Gee! Wha [sic] a pleasure to live
in peace. I hope we move back” of November 11th 1918 is
quickly followed days later by “Cleaning this filthy town
of manure human and cattle. To hell with France.” Ruettger’s consistent references to Miss Kayser makes for a
touching narrative; his fear that “Haven’t heard from Olive.
Wonder if she is sick or dropped me. Gee hope not” were
unfounded as the 1920 census tells us that Emil and Olive
were married shortly after he returned to the United States.
(213236)

11.

[PALESTINE] CHILD (Rev Canon Major Arthur Gascoigne), M.A.
First World
War Manuscript Diary and Photographs, with related diaries and ephemera.
												£3,000
Content of archive:
1 (DIARIES):
a). Letts Diary for 1916, but used in 1917, and kept from 7 January to 28 September. Daily entries record his military
service (as a chaplain) in Palestine, recording conflicts, burials, journeys and meetings. It also refers to his photography.
b). Clerical Diaries: 1906, 1907, 1909, 1912, 1913, 1920, 1921, 1925, 1926, 1927, 1928 and 1931.
2 (PHOTOGRAPHS):
a). 88 photographs (44 of which are duplicates) of soldiers, camps and surroundings during Child’s military service.
All are postcard size or smaller.
b). 4 photographs of officers and chaplains at Egyptian monuments; each 6x11 inches.
c). 5 professional photographs of Luxor; each 8x10 inches.
d). Photograph of Khan Yunis street scene with horses & children, Spring 1917
e). Photograph of Cheshire Regiment, 9x7 inches (small duplicate of image is included in archive).
f). Small number of negatives in a card wallet, 7 of which show soldiers on parade.
g). 100 photographs of family and friends including cartes-devisites, weddings and amateur dramatics.
h). Portraits of A.G. Child, including: William Gillard, 33. Gloucester; Fry of Brighton; Carte de visite by Forsham of
Oxford; Gilman & Co., Oxford; Carte de visite by Brandebourg of Chester.
i). Letter & 10 photographs of screens & plate in Cheshire Churches by Fred H. Crossley.
3 (BOOKS, PAMPHLETS & PICTURES):
a). Chester Diocesan Gazette, A monthly record of Church work in the Diocese; Volume IX, January–December,
1895. b). 34 pamphlets, tracts, guides, etc. including The Moral Issues of the War by Rev. W. R. Matthews, The Story
of Bygone Middlewich by C. F. Lawrence and Clerical Celibacy by Francis Downton.
c). Poem, A Vicarage by Drusilla Child dedicated to A. G. Child; printed in 2 colours on card & damaged at head.
d). Drawing of Sychar after photograph by R. E. M. Bain.
e). Photogravure of Major-General Stanley Fielder Mott (1873-1959), C.O. 53rd Welsh Division, after an oil painting,
SIGNED BY MOTT, 9x6.5 inches.

4 (OTHER):
a). Wooden shield with painted badge of the Cheshire Regiment.
b). Child’s black clerical stole, embroidered with emblem of CTF and his medal riband attached (displaying 1914-15
Star, British War Medal, Victory Medal & oak leaf cluster signifying ‘mentioned in despatches’).
c). Embroidered Arms of Keble College, Oxford.
Canon Child was educated at Marlborough College before going to Keble College, Oxford. He was ordained a
priest in 1890 and was at St. James, Higher Sutton from 1899-1904. He was rector of Middlewich in Cheshire
from 1904-1921. He was vicar of St John’s Chester from 1925-1936. At the outbreak of the 1st World War, he
joined the 1/7th Cheshire Regiment, which became part of 53rd (Welsh) Division, as a chaplain. He landed at
Gallipoli on 8/9 August 1915 and was wounded on 8 December. He was mentioned in despatches on 1 July
1916 (see, London Gazette 25 September 1916). He was with the Cheshire Regiment during the 1st & 2nd
battles of Gaza and was Chaplain in charge of the Suez Canal Zone from December 1917 to August 1918.
NOTE ON THE 1917 DIARY: The diary of Arthur Gascoigne Child: a military chaplain who served during the
Palestine Campaign of World War 1. Entries stretch from January 7 to September 28, 1917.
As chaplain to the 1/7th Cheshire Regiment, which was part of 53rd (Welsh) Division, Child was present during the 1st and 2nd battles of Gaza, which are both accounted for in the diary. The two battles were defeats for
the EEF (Egyptian Expeditionary Force) and resulted in significant casualties to the 53rd division.
The 1st battle took place on March 26, with Child noting that the “attack developed in afternoon. Furious
fighting for Ali Munter towards dusk”. Though The 53rd Division managed to gain an advantage by evening, a
miscommunication in command led to the abandonment of their newly won positions. Child wrote that: “our
troops retired from most … captured positions during the night”. This mistake saw an almost certain victory
turn to defeat.
The next morning H.Q. was heavily shelled and Child spent the following days burying the dead, visiting
the wounded and making burial reports. While his account of this time is relatively threadbare in regard to
describing the specific horrors of war and his resultant emotional reactions, a single sentence, from Palm
Sunday, April 1, provides a personal aside: “Very tired and depressed”. Although the 2nd battle was a more
definitive defeat for the EEF, Child’s diary fails to express an account of turmoil or a reaction of shock and

demoralisation. This is perhaps explained by the fact that his specific Brigade (159th Cheshire) easily captured
their target, Skeikh Ajlin, while the 160th (Welsh Border) Brigade endured stiffer opposition at Sampson
Ridge. Child’s note that “Our objectives all taken by 8am without casualties to the 53rd Division”, is misleading as it must refer solely to the Cheshire Brigade.
A stalemate in Southern Palestine followed the 2nd battle, but shelling and bombing still occurred sporadically throughout the following five months. These instances appear in Child’s diary alongside other, more
leisurely, aspects of army life. When Child was not fulfilling his duties as Chaplain (confirmations, arranging
mass, etc.) or contributing to funerary procedures, he watched football matches, went to cricket practice and
attended concerts. One of the remarkable features of the diary is that it shows how quickly recreation could
turn to anticipation of an attack. An entry on May 15 typifies this dynamic: “After tea, went for a long walk
with Caddick … alarm about 7:30. All lights out for 15 mins. Nothing happened.”
A collection of photographs from Child’s service in Gallipoli, Egypt and Palestine are also included in the
archive, and provide an excellent accompaniment to the diary, as they help to visualise the regiment and their
camps. Some prove difficult to place as they are largely undated, while certain photographs mentioned in the
diary appear to be missing. An image that Child took on 16 August, of “Turkish lines at Gaza … through rifle”,
is sadly lost to history.
A wealth of additional context is supplied by the rest of Child’s archive. Some items relate to his military service, such as a wooden shield showing the badge of the Cheshire Regiment, and Child’s medal riband (pinned
to his clerical stole and decorated with the 1914-15 Star, British War Medal, Victory Medal and a bronze oak
leaf, signifying a mention in despatches).
Other material pertains to his remarkable and long-standing career as a clergyman. A number of clerical diaries (from 1906-1913 and 1920-1931), photographs, pamphlets and cuttings give a full record of his peacetime
existence, which stands in direct contrast to the army life detailed in the wartime diary. (209977)

“Poor devils don’t know what they are in for.”
12.
STEVENSON (Lt. Capt.).
[Dardanelles trench diary, 1915-1916].
Army Book 136. Manuscript in pencil. 8vo. Original linen covered printed boards. 23 September 1915 - 1 April 1916. £2,250
Stevenson departed Liverpool for the Dardanelles on HMT 2810, which was the wartime designation of the Olympic, sister
ship to the ill-fated Titanic. Passing Gibraltar they soon came across a life boat full of French sailors, whose ship had been
sunk by a German submarine. They took the crew on board and immediately commenced pursuit of the enemy submarine: “About 4pm hostile submarine sighted... The siren was blown several times and was the most eerie and dismal
sound we ever heard. It seemed almost as though the ship was uttering a cry of despair... Gun on fore suddenly fired &
boat swung right round almost in our length and heeled right over so sudden was the turn Gunner on aft gun then fired
and submarine made off when we were right round we were full speed ahead up med. again so submarine could have
caught us... Very noticeable no excitement but considerable curiosity. It is believed a torpedo had been fired but missed as
boat swung round.”
There’s a detailed description of Lemnos, which Churchill felt was an ideal launching site for an attack on the Dardanelles, and much speculation among the men over their final destination. On October 7, they disembarked on W beach
“along a ‘Pier’ which consisted of several boats joined up” and soon settled into trenches.
Stevenson’s experience of trench warfare is dreadfully monotonous and many of the entries report the ongoing movements of Turkish troops, shelling attacks, moving between trenches, the occasional bath in the ocean. He regularly
reports the death and injuries of fellow soldiers, often describing the manner of their death “shot while on sentry”, “killed
while on a fatigue party ... heavily shelled by shrapnel”, “badly wounded by premature burst of catapult bomb” and records
his thoughts on them: “His loss to the Regiment as a soldier was bad enough & his equal as a pianist will never be found
again.” and “he was a good chap full of life and go and will be sadly missed.”
There are lighter moments too - “Important event occurred tonight. 1st issue of rum. It’s not the quantity but the quality.
Gee but it’s good.”
“No uncommon sight to see dead lying about & feel hands protruding from side of trenches ... The gruesomeness gradually wore off as we became war stained. We are getting hardened already. The brute in man is easily discernible on service
the callousness of individuals being very pronounced. Suppose squeamishness is not good for fighting.”
He also notes that some of the men were beginning to suffer from dysentery and lice and provides brief, though detailed,
descriptions of shelling attacks on either side - noting the (in)accuracy of their artillery.
The diary concludes with an offhand comment that sums up so much of what we know now about the Great War, “Passed
a regiment who said they were straight out of England. Poor devils don’t know what they are in for.” (209974)

13.

TESSIER (Georges-Claude) - attributed
to.
Drawings of First World War hospital scenes.
5 pencil and crayon drawings, sheet sizes vary, but roughly 160 by 230mm. [Paris, c. 1916.]
£650
The most finished drawing is one of 5 male figures in
a ward with sunlight streaming through the window,
two with right arms amputated above the elbow, the
other three with major flesh wounds, being watched
over by a near-angelic nurse. This drawing is signed
with a monogram which might read LGT, and a caption reading “Hopital VG2 1916”.
The Val de Grace military hospital in Paris was a major centre of reconstructive surgery during the First
World War, and has a celebrated medical museum
with wax models of damaged physiognomies. Mark
Polizzotti, biographer of Breton, tells that Andre Breton and Louis Aragon worked at the hospital in 1918
as part of the training up of more doctors to cope
with the attrition of war: some of the foundations of
surrealism were laid when they got themselves posted to night duty in the “4e Fiévreux” and “2e Blessés”
wards, which catered for the feverish and the wounded mad, and read to each other from Lautréamont’s
Contes de Maldoror “as the madmen wailed and the
sirens howled”. We posit that the drawing’s VG2
refers to this Ward 2: the figures here are certainly

wounded. The other drawings show a pair of men in
beds; a heavily bandaged man on a stretcher; three
studies of men moving (including an amputee)
titled “aux pansements” [to bandages]; four studies
of heads, one bandaged after the seeming loss of his
nose, one with a full bandage and plugs in his nose,
one with a bandage round his predominantly missing
nose, and one with a massively damaged mouth, in a
style reminiscent of Francis Bacon. The attribution to
Tessier, a mural artist who we are told worked on the
Palace of Cambodia at the 1900 World Fair, is slightly
tenuous. (133964)

AN AMERICAN SOLDIER IN THE CLOSING MONTHS OF THE WAR
14.
VAN PELT (Captain David B.).
[Trench diaries and ephemera]
Manuscript in ink. Two vols. 16mo. Blue and red publisher’s cloth. About 125pp in total. 16 July 1918 - 12 April 1919.
[With] A group of post-war ephemera including medical records, marriage announcement his will, his obituary 1919.
												£3,000
Van Pelt was an infantry officer in the 7th Division, which was the last Regular Army division to arrive in
France. He was rushed through in-country training to the trenches near Villers-en-haye (in north-east France)
in October, 1918. His division was immediately tasked with reconnaissance and preparation for a massive
offensive toward Metz by the newly activated Second Army. The offensive began on November 10, though was
cut short by the Armistice called the following day.
Although composed in the final weeks of the war, there is no shortage of action. Van Pelt’s division were
under constant attack by a German army in the final throes of defeat: “Terrific bombardment kept us awake
practically all night ... Trenches as muddy as the devil ... Enemy plane flying around and ‘Archies’ [anti-aircraft
guns] got busy. Shrapnel dropped around us in trench and in front of dugout.” The attacks weren’t limited
to bombardment: “Had a devil of a bombardment during the night and early the next morning the enemy
opens up ... rifle and machine gun fire kept up at front for two hours.” And, again: “Quite a bit of small arms
fire during early morning. Shelling continued ... about 300 yards to our right ... We went over to outpost ...
Capt and I get sniped at by a machine gun.” Almost casually in this account, he mentions one of the cruellest
forms of attack in the war: “About 9 o’clock ... everything opened up until about 1:30am we got our first gas
alarm.” Finally, we reach the war’s end, with Van Pelt’s preparation for going over the top halted: “Making
final setting to go over. Get everything set to pull out for jumping off place on a minutes notice ... Artillery
continues to raise the devil ... About 11am we hear that all hostilities and firing ceases at 11am.”
Van Pelt’s diary is full of detail on trench warfare and life in the field, there are other moving moments, “Hear
that Evans and Yeager were killed ... Capt. Johnson gave me Evans ring which I will take to his mother after
the war.” And there’s a vein of black humour never far from the surface: “Hear I was reported Dead for several days.”
Accompanying the diaries is a small collection of ephemera documenting Van Pelt’s life and post-war career.
They give us a much fuller picture of Captain Van Pelt, who continued on active duty after the war until 1925
and died in 1928. Although his obituary stated that his death was a result of an injury in a gas attack, he did,
in fact, die of tuberculosis which he contracted while in France. (224881)

European Theatre

15.

17TH TERRITORIAL REGIMENT.

L’Echo des Tranchees.

Journal du 17e Territorial. Roneographed newspaper. Folio. 4pp. Some darkening to lower portion of first page. Verdun, 1 April, 1916. 										£850
Rare. OCLC lists copies only at the BNF and IWM. Printed in an edition of 150 copies, the paper is the usual
jumble of jokes, songs, citations and promotions. Dated 1 April 1916, this issue appeared during the second
phase of the Battle of Verdun, the longest battle of WWI, in which the 17th participated. They also fought at
the Battle of Artois in October 1914, and both battles featured on the regiment’s flag. From the outset of hostilities, the French began producing newspapers in the trenches. In part they provided an immediate service
as a way to disseminate information and a boost to morale, but they were also a reaction to the national press.
The 17th were no different in this respect, the first issue of L’echo des Tranchees was printed on 30 November
1914. These publications were not meant for distribution beyond the trenches themselves, they were also
produced by front-line soldiers, rather than officers, and so provide a fascinating insight into the morale and
mindset of those soldiers at war. This issue was printed before censorship controls were brought into effect.
As a result of mutinies in 1917, General Petain ordered a stricter control of content. L’echo des Tranchees ran
until at least May 1917. WWI historian Stephane Audoin-Rouzeau estimates that over 400 separate publications were produced by French soldiers in the trenches. (213768)

[ANON.].
Album documenting
Jewish life in Vilnius.

16.

Oblong 8vo album, containing 105 postcards (76 of Vilnius and 29 of other towns and cities in Eastern Europe
incl. Grodno and Minsk), each measuring approximately
90 by 140mm. 74 of the Vilnius postcards are gelatin
silver print photographs, the majority of which are in
excellent condition (a few bear marginal creases and
some light stains). A handful have ms. annotations to the
images; almost all have ms. messages in black ink on the
verso, along with postage stamps. 50ll. 1916 - 1917. 		
					£6,500
A rare survival, this album provides a visual record
of the Jewish population of Vilnius during the Great
War. Sent via the Deutsche Feldpost to addressees in
Berlin, they are also a fascinating and atypical example of WWI Feldpostkarten; the field postcards sent
by German service members during the conflict.
From as early as the fourteenth century, the capital of
Lithuania was well known for its Jewish community.
Widely referred to as the Jerusalem of Lithuania, even
Napoleon referred to the city as the Jerusalem of the
North. By the end of World War II that reputation
had disappeared, as the vast majority of the Jewish
population was murdered in the Holocaust. The German army, who captured the city in June 1941, took
just over three years to extinguish a people who had

flourished there for centuries.
German forces also occupied Vilnius three decades
earlier during WWI, albeit with a starkly different,
peaceable attitude toward the Jewish inhabitants. As
almost 100,000 Jews served in the German army, a
number would have certainly been stationed in Lithuania between 1915 and 1918, and it can be supposed
that they held a special interest in their people.
For a number of German servicemen (Jewish or
otherwise) curiosity of the shtetl extended to visual
documentation; the dominant surviving examples
being photographic postcards. Such images had
the primary purpose of providing interesting visual
material for soldiers to send home, but also captured
the minutiae of the shtetl and thus, as a group, became an unintentional time capsule for a way of life.
Forming a tiny part of the 6 million pieces of mail
that German service members sent back to Germany
(with postcards comprising over half of that number)
these items are also significant for representing a
fascinating, non-representative part of a “network of
images in which patriotic, sentimental and nationalistic postcards formed the dominant narrative”
(Connelly).
In their book on the subject, Yiddishland, Silvain and
Minczeles state: “Surprizingly, the most true-to-life
pictures of the “Jewish Street” were taken by the roving German army war photographers between 1914
and 1918, only a few of whom signed their work.”

The authors go on to note that while there were many civilian producers of postcards, “the majority of publishing was
done directly by the military authorities with the ‘authorization of the Interior Ministry’ of each of the German empire’s
various dominions ... In this way the army often took the place of peace-time publishers, providing the soldiers with postcards that reflected their everyday experiences in the field.”
The present album holds a number of striking portraits: of Hasidic Jews in traditional costume, street musicians, tradespeople (including a professional knife sharpener) and children selling copies of the Wilnaer Zeitung. There are also quietly
remarkable images of women harvesting crops, an ironmongery, a synagogue, and the Vilna Hagoan Hagodal gravesite.
All are addressed to a Paul Simon or Martha Rothert, both of whom were resident in Berlin.
The images are certainly scarce, with none appearing to be held in the Berlin Jewish Museum or the William A. Rosenthall Collection. We have located a single image (the Vilna Hagoan Hagodal Gravesite) in the Chronicles of the Vilna
Ghetto archives.
Connelly, S; Dispatches from the Front: German Feldpostkarten in World War I, OUPblog, 2014. Silvain, G & Minczeles (H);
Yiddishland, Paris, 2002. (212286)

17.

[CAVELL (EDITH).]
PROCLAMATION Le Tribunal du Conseil de Guerre Imperial Allemand siegeant a Bruxelles a pronounce les condemnations suivantes:
Sont condamnes a mort pour trahison en bande organise: Edith CAVELL, Institutrice a Bruxelles. Phillpie BANCQ, Architecte
a Bruxelles...Broadside. Black ink on grey green paper; printer’s ornament below title. Original fold lines, light toning, small loss
where previously pinned. [Brussels, Belgium, October 12, 1915]. 						£3,000
Perhaps nothing more dramatic than the execution of British nurse Edith Cavell galvanised England and eventually America to stand unite against Germany. Many (incorrectly) believed Cavell was executed for espionage. In fact, Edith Cavell
was killed for treason in aiding British soldiers escape from German-occupied Belgium. Cavell’s execution unleashed a
tidal wave of British and, to a lesser extent, American propaganda that would paint the Germans as inhuman invaders.
With large posters such as this, the German occupying forces intended to put on notice - and terrify - the civilian population in neutral Belgium, which they invaded in August 1914. In this proclamation, the German general appointed governor of Brussels [Moritz Ferdinand] von Bissing, announces charges and sentences brought against 27 individuals. They
are charged with collaboration to work against the German Imperial Armies. Of the ten individuals identified by name,
five are women. Six of the ten are condemned to death. The others are sentenced to hard labour for up to fifteen years. By
the time the proclamation was issued, the sentences against Edith Cavell and Phillipe Bancq, a young architect, had been
carried out. They were executed by firing squad. Cavell was the head of a nursing school in Belgium. She confessed that
she had aided Allied soldiers to escape. Bancq had organised the guides who led the soldiers back to the front. (211020)

[COURTS-MARTIAL]. [LASKEY (Major Francis Seward).] Circular Memorandum on
Courts-Martial for use on Active Service.

18.

S.S. 412b. 12mo. Contemporary olive cloth-backed paper-covered boards, worn; original green wrappers bound-in, very
good. Ownership inscription to front board and upper wrapper; interleaved throughout. 47pp. Issued by Adjutant
General’s Branch of the Staff General Headquarters. August, 1918.					
£1,750
“Convening Officers will see that a copy is laid before every Court-Martial” (insert between p. 2 & 3).
An extensively annotated interleaved copy of a scarce WW1 official pamphlet on how to conduct Courts-Martial.
Two versions were produced during the First World War, to provide reference and guidance to Officers in a
format more transportable and less weighty than the Manual of Military Law. The first (S.S. 412a) was published in June 1917 (presumably in reaction to the large scale French Army Mutinies that took place in May
of that year) and the second (S.S. 412b) in August 1918. The second was likely published to coincide with the
Allied Counteroffensive.
This copy, an excellent example of S.S. 412b, belonged to Major Francis Seward Laskey of the Tank Corps. It
is filled with remarkably thorough ink annotations, concerning procedure, precedent and amendments. For
instance, Laskey adds numerous examples to the “Charges” section, such as “False Pretences”, “Allowing prisoners to escape” and ‘Wilful damage”. Elsewhere he utilises the blank leaves to expand upon factors capable
of complicating the following of procedure, such as “insanity”. There are also various ms. deletions of the
printed text, with updated information copied in on the adjacent blanks.
As a body of writing, Laskey’s notes show how the pamphlet was a working document: a basic text that needed
to be built upon by the Officers; a text that altered according to new orders and continued to change as the war
developed, moving toward its terminus.
Also inserted or tipped in, are a number of related documents, including: a copy of a ms. letter, regarding the
proceedings of a Courts-Martial on T. Marshall of the 23rd Middlesex Regiment in November 1918; a rough
proof of an official War Office broadside, MEMORANDUM AS TO STATEMENTS BY SUSPECTS AND
PRISONERS; a 7pp. pamphlet by Major-General P.E.F. Hobbs, titled Disciplinary Powers of a Commanding
Officer.
For more information on F. S. Laskey, who went on to become a Lieut. Col. In the Tank Corps, see: [A.H.T.
Cocks], The War History of the Sixth Tank Battalion, (Privately printed, 1919).
Scarce. Copac locates one copy of this edition at the Imperial War Museum. Worldcat adds two further holdings, at the Canadian War Museum and the University of Victoria (CN). The 1917 edition is equally rare, with
holdings at the Imperial War Museum, the University of Toronto and the Australian Defence Force Academy.
(224139)

19.
[ITALIAN FRONT]
Photographs from the Battle of the Piave River.
A collection of 132 photographs, and two reproductions of paintings. Held in a cheap contemporary folder and a handsome leather case misleadingly entitled “Kriegsjahr 1914 - 1915”, but nearly all from 1918. 		
£1,000
The photographs appear to have been collected by one Carl Csabai, originally from Baden bei Wien in Austria,
and apparently serving in the 21st Infantry Battalion, 1st Ersatzkompagnie. The Italian front was opened up
after the Russian Revolution effectively ended the Eastern Front, and Austro-Hungarian forces, with German
support, attacked in North Eastern Italy. After initial successes they were driven back by the Italian army in
the Battle of the Piave River, known in Italian as the Battaglia del Solstizio: parts of the Austro-Hungarian
army were isolated on the wrong side of the Piave and as many as 20,000 drowned trying to recross the
river. As well as characteristic studies of the devastation of the battlefield, we also have a fine photograph of
displaced peasantry moving all their possessions in an ox-cart, resting soldiers, and one remarkable image of
a woman covered in flour or whitewash, passing by a crowd of jeering Austro-Hungarian soldiers. Locations
include Wippachthal (unlocatable by us, and possibly now known by an Italian name), Sesto, Camino, Cordovado and Codroipo. Most of the photographs have printed postcard versos, and some seem to be commercially
produced (though by different outfits), with numbers in the negative, but others appear too personal or too
inept to have been professional work, and may be his own handiwork. (130888)

20.
ROYAL FLYING CORPS
Salonika Fire, 18-19th August, 1917.
Photographed by Royal Flying Corps and Survey Company, R.E.Oblong 8vo. 16 photographs laid down on individual
leaves with printed captions. Original printed folding wrappers. c. 1917. 				£750
Rare. No copies on OCLC, there appears to be a single copy at the IWM.
In 1917, Thessalonika was the second largest city in Greece and was a major transit centre for Allied troops
and supplies. It was of significant strategic importance in the Macedonian Front. The accidental fire destroyed
a third of the city, 9500 homes and left 70,000 homeless. It particularly affected the city’s 52,000 Sephardi
Jewish population, resulting in the mass emigration of approximately half of these peoples predominantly to
France, the US and Palestine. The pictures include several aerial cityscape panoramas of the damaged areas,
images of British soldiers and their relief efforts including a soup kitchen, Jewish citizens surveying their
ruined homes and attempting to salvage from the rubble, and a particularly striking image of the “Interior of
St. Paraskevi with Refugees”. (211068)

East-Africa
21.
[BATTLE OF TANGA] Vivat! Tanga.
Superb printed purple silk ribbon, 15” x 2”, commemorating the Battle of Tanga. Text as above surmounts
an image of St. Michael slaying the British Lion and
beneath the caption, “Sieg über die Engländer 3-5
Novb, 1914. Zum Besten des Roten Kreuzes.” Printed
in black. Creased across twice from where folded, will
most likely press, but otherwise in fine condition. Verlag von Amsler & Ruthard, Berlin, [1914].
£200
An extremely unusual souvenir celebrating Germany’s initial success in East Africa, in exceptional
condition. (86497)

[EAST AFRICA]. Composition of the
Headquarters of the Forces in East Africa.

22.

4to. Slightly foxed and browned, top corners dog-eared,
some torn without loss, else very good in the original
self-wraps, chipped and slightly soiled. 8pp. 1st Printing
Co., R.E., “B” Army Sec., 1st November, 1918. £350
Classified as “secret” and numbered 104 of an
unstated print run, “All previous issues of this
publication must be destroyed by fire”, scarce an
unusual survival from the Campaign. (86522)

[EAST AFRICA]. Notes For Officers
appointed to East Africa and Uganda.

23.

12mo. Original green cloth, gilt, covers a little stained.
78pp. London, 1914. 			
£350
Rare. No copies on OCLC, not in BL. This slim volume provides a wealth of information necessary to
officers despatched to fight in German East Africa.
It includes a lengthy chapter on preventing malaria, which was an enormous problem for Europeans
in East Africa at that time of year, as well as notes
on travelling through the region. An edition of this
was printed in 1912 (of only 72pp), no doubt updated here due to the outbreak of war. (188833)

[EAST AFRICA]. Reports on the Treatment by the Germans of British Prisoners
and Natives in German East Africa. [Cd.

24.

8689]
Folio. Ex-library, small inkstamp “Bluebooks” to the
upper wrap, slightly browned, light median crease from
folding, otherwise very good, wire-stitched in the original self-wraps, a little soiled. 32pp. HMSO, 1917. £65
The first two reports are contributed by the Rev.
E.F. Spanton, author of In German Gaols. (86523)

[EAST AFRICA]. Standing Orders for
British East Africa Forces in the Field.

25.

Small 8vo. Pencil and ink ownership inscriptions and annotation to the blank leaves interspersed throughout the
volume, some browning, pastedowns bubbled, otherwise
very good in the original red cloth, covers marked, spine
sunned, inner hinges cracked to the cords but holding.
25pp. interleaved with blank pages. Government Printer,
Nairobi, n.d. [c.1914]. 			
£650
With the ownership inscriptions of F. Morris Elliott,
an Intelligence Officer of the Intelligence Department, Kuja Camp, to the upper cover, and preliminary leaves, one of them dated “27/XII/1914”. A
number of lists of rations - biscuits, jam, mustard
- ammunition, numerous sums, and further annotations including the marking of certain paragraphs,
one concerning bugle calls - “No bugle calls, except
the ”Alarm”, will be sounded in camps, or bivouacs,
in the field, or on the march. This will not apply to actions in dense bush”, and another reminding officers
that “The proprietors of all liquor shops and public
houses are forbidden to sell direct to troops without
the authority of the Commander”.
Very scarce - only 500 copies printed. This one was
obviously well-used. (85645)

26.
[MEINERTZHAGEN (Richard)]
British East Africa Campaign Map.
Lithograph map on blue paper. Includes a key indicating tracks from English maps, German military plans, and
where water may be found. There is also a “Glossary of Useful Masai Words.” Laid down on thick white paper, old
folds repaired, some annotations in a contemporary hand. Scale 1 inch : 8 miles. Measuring 21 by 26 inches. np, c.
1914. 											£850
A rare survival. This unusual map was almost certainly produced under the eye of Richard Meinertzhagen
from his headquarters in Nairobi. The area depicted stretches from Nariobi (in the NE corner) to Taveta
(in the SE corner). Then from Ngorongor Crater (in the SW corner) to Loiter Hills (in the NW corner). The
glossary of Masai includes the phrases: “is there water”; “do you know the road” and “I want food now” - all
indicative of the priorities of survival in the East African campaign. This is underscored by the list of four
different markings indicating the differing access to water: “much”, “little”, “no” and “permanent”. This is the
first example we’ve seen of its kind.
The owner of this map was, in all likelihood, a member of the East African Mounted Rifles, with the action
(“scraps”) he saw, marked with an “x” and dated accordingly:
1. 13.9.14 - in the vicinity of Ingito Hills.
2. 3.11.14 - in the vicinity of Longido (The Battle of Kilimanjaro).
3. Undated - again in the vicinity of Longido.
4. 20.01.16 - just north of Longido.
5. March 1916, Magasini - north east of Meru.
6. March 1916, Garagua.
7 & 8. March 1916, Kahe.
(210002)

MEINERTZHAGEN (Major R.)
Intelligence Notes on British & German East
Africa prepared by the Intelligence Dept.,
British East Africa, March, 1916.

27.

Second edition. Small 8vo. Some foxing and browning,
otherwise very good in the original orange paper-covered
cloth-backed boards, slightly worn. [iii], 129pp, tipped-in
errata slip. Nairobi: Command H.Q., March, 1916.
					 £950
Designated “Confidential”. Exceptionally scarce.
(87097)
		
[MEINERTZHAGEN (Colonel R.)]
28.

Interrogation of Prisoners.
4to. 4pp. uncompleted printed form produced for use
during the campaign in East Africa. Somewhat browned,
some chipping at the margins, old creases starting to split,
but overall very good. N.p., April, 1916.
£275
A carefully produced guide which sets out the scope
and depth of interrogations. Organised as a step-bystep outline to the form of questioning,
“(a) It is most important to have accurate information
as to the name or number of the Company to which
the prisoner belongs. This should be telegraphed.
(b) “His own story” should give the circumstances of
his capture as related by himself, and the history of

his life in the Company from the time of his being
recruited.
(c) “Itinerary” should give the route of the Company to and from the place at which the prisoner was
captured and such information as to the previous
movements of his company as it is possible to
elucidate.”
through to,
“(l) Pay - Rate of pay for various ranks. Whether in
cash or notes, and if the latter of what denomination. Whether regularly received or not.
(m) Clothing - Source of manufacture, periods of
new issues, local prices, condition.
(n) Recruits - The tribes, training places, length of
training, state of efficiency, state of equipment, and
strength, posts, and names and numbers of new
Companies.”
When cast against the inefficiency of the British
Military and Naval command in East Africa and
the slackness of the Indian Army, this document
highlights Meinertzhagen’s meticulous efforts in
intelligence work. For example, section (m) would
relate to his attempts to keep track of the success of
the German’s continued efforts to keep their Force
supplied from the sea, whilst the answers to (l)
would have been of great assistance in the work of
Meinertzhagen’s counterfeiting operation. (86234)

29.
[MEINERTZHAGEN (Major R.)]
News from Enemy Sources. No.2 & No.3.
Issued by Intelligence Section, General Staff. 4to. The first a little frayed around the edges, the second somewhat
browned, but overall very good. Contained in contemporary light paper folder headed “General Headquarters. East
African Force.” 2pp., 6pp. 1916. 									
£850
These items reprint sections from captured correspondence with occasional notes by Meinertzhagen. In
No.2 there are two extracts relating to German attempts to restrict the spread of Islam in German East, No. 3
reprints a lengthy series of extracts from the diary of a Naval Petty Officer called Lindenken on the Planet who
had served with No.7 Schutzen Company.
The folder bears the ownership inscription of Lieut. G.S. Johnson, Force Intelligence with a note which indicates that he had possessed No.1 which is not present. No.2 was printed by No.4 Printing Section, East African
Force, No.3 does not record the printer, but is designated “Confidential”.
Scarce. (86230)

[MEINERTZHAGEN (Major R.)]
Intelligence Supplement No. 3 [No.5, No.7, &
No.10] - Notes on the Officers serving with the Enemy Forces in German East Africa.

30.

4to. Four separate reports representing the revision and refining of the state of intelligence with respect to the Officers
on the German Staff. Each contains full-page facsimiles of the officers’ signatures, also Imperial Eagle insignia and a
reproduction of the “New German [20 Heller] War Coin made from English Cartridge Cases.” In the first two reports
these insignia and coins have been coloured in pencil crayon. All very good wire-stitched in the original wraps, staples
rusted, wraps of No.10 beginning to separate and with a tear, no loss, to the lower panel. 18pp., 26pp., 27pp., 36pp.
N.p. [In the Field], July-December, 1916. 								
£2,750
Contained within a card folder headed “Intelligence Section, General Head-Quarters, East Africa Force” with
the ownership inscription of Lieut. G.S. Johnson and a MS listing of the Intelligence Supplements from I
- VII, which reveals that the missing issues from the series were Road Reports. Johnson’s ownership inscription to the upper panel of the first two reports. The whole contained within a card file with stencilled title,
“Enemy Officers G.E.A.”.
The fruits of Meinertzhagen’s renowned, or perhaps infamous, D[irty] P[aper] M[ethod]: “I... found that the
contents of German officers’ latrines were a constant source of filthy though accurate information as odd
pieces of paper containing messages, notes on enciphering and decoding, and private letters were often used
where lavatory paper did not exist... By June 1915 I had collected, through captured documents and DPM, the
signatures and occupations of almost every German employed in German East. These were reproduced and
distributed to every officer, so that when a paper with a signature came into their hands they would know who
it was and what his job was.” [ Army Diary p.127, illustrations facing pp.128-9.]
Extremely uncommon. (86227)

31.

[NYASALAND] MITCHELL (Phillip) & RICHARDS (E.C.) eds

Karonga Kronical.

Vol 1 (1-5) & Vol 2, (1-2). 8vo. Twentieth century navy buckram, gilt label to spine, original printed wrappers bound
in, annotated throughout by Duff, bookplate to front pastedown. Nyasaland, Livingstonia Mission Press, 1914 - 1915.
												£2,500
Hector Duff, commander of the Kings African Rifles, has written a lengthy note on the front free endpaper
on this history of the publication: “This little camp newspaper dates from the time when the Nyasaland Field
Force was entrenched at Karonga on Lake Nyasa, between the battle of Kasoa (Sept 8, 1914) and the invasion
of German East Africa. It was printed at Livingstonia Mission and edited by two young officers, both of whom
were at one time on my staff, and both of whom have since been appointed to posts of high responsibility
- Lieutenant (now Sir) Philip Mitchell at present (1936) Governor of Uganda, and Lieutenant E.C. Richards
now Resident Commissioner of Basutoland. When they asked my permission to edit this paper that no jokes
were ever cracked at the expense of Colonel Barton, who then commanded the field force, or myself. Mitchell
tells me that what I actually said was ‘all right; but don’t let me catch you poking any of your half-witted fun at
me!’”
Duff has annotated the magazine throughout, offering corrections and amusing asides, entirely in the spirit
of the magazine itself. It’s most unusual to have a piece from this period annotated thus. The notes impart
additional biographical detail of those named, such as “Roberts a customs officer. He trained into a very good
soldier afterwards.” More candidly he reveals the true identity of some of those being made fun of: “Halibut
Ditchie is Bainbridge Ritchie. Rather an ass - very particular about his clothes.” And more poignantly: “all
those whose names are underlined lost their lives in the war.” There is also commentary on the action being
reported: “At this time the British and German forces were facing each other on opposite sides of the Songwe
River, the British to the South!” And on the quality of some of the poetry: “This is awful!”
Very rare. OCLC a single other example at Greater Johannesburg Library Services. (225448)

32.
[EAST AFRICA]. The Morogoro News.
Three issues: Vol. I No. 2, No. 3 & No. 4 plus the War News Supplement to The Morogoro News for the October 7th
issue. Tall 4to. All a little browned, Nos 3 and 4 chipped at the extremities. Each issue 4pp. Government Printing
Works, Morogoro, September 30th, October 7th, October 14th, & October 28th, 1916. 			
£1,350
“A newspaper published with the consent of the Post Commandant of Morogoro, and written, printed, and
published exclusively by members of the East African Expeditionary Forces on Active Service in East Africa.”
Issue number 2 has some five paragraphs on Germany in East Africa, and a rather uninviting recipe for cake
using mealie meal porridge. Number 3 has the text of Asquith’s speech in the House of Commons of 10th
October introducing a Credit Vote of £300,000,000. A section in No. 4 deals with official communications
regarding East Africa, it notes that there have been “slight” losses in the Kilwa area, and that Kibata has been
occupied by the British. All issues are stated as edited by Private H.W. Davey of the 2nd Rhodesia Regiment.
The War News Supplement details the decorations conferred on Officers by the Tzar of Russia, ranging from
St Vladamir, 4th Class, to St Stanislaus, 3rd Class. In addition there is a further section on East Africa, and
information on the capture of Tabora.
Extremely scarce early issues of the E.A.E.F. newspaper in good condition. (86709)

“How the Germans think they are going to win this war we cannot imagine; even their prisoners are giving them “socks””
33.
[EAST AFRICA]. Kiboriani Daily Mail Christmas Number.
20pp. MS magazine, some browning throughout, otherwise very good but fragile in the original paper wraps, a little
chipped at the extremities, upper wrap with tear along the spine, the whole held together with thread and sticky tape,
the latter has become rather brittle. December 15, 1915. 						£500
First and only issue of a humorous and handwritten magazine produced at the Kiboriani P.O.W. camp.
Poems, mock-proverbs and “War News [limited]”, as well as cartoons and illustrations of the camp buildings,
including the new “chicken villa”, musings and even adverts to the inside covers and of course an Editorial.
All highly topical and very amusing.
An accompanying contemporary newspaper clipping informs us that the Rev. A.B. Hellier (U.M.C.A.) edited
the publication. Hellier was a prisoner at Kiboriani for twenty-six months and this was apparently the first
paper he had ever edited. Also accompanying the magazine are various typed programmes of entertainment
for Christmas Night with Carols, songs and recitations, and an Athletic Sports programme for Boxing Day, including Three-Legged Races, Flat Races, Men‘s Obstacle Races and a Tug of War between married and single
men. Our editor appears in the latter on the ‘Singles’ team.
High-spirited offerings from the P.O.W. camp at Kiboriani, showing the lighter side of the war in East Africa.
(86502)

Other Theatres

A RARE COMPLETE RUN

[AUSTRALIA] SCHRÖDER (Ludwig) ed.
Der Kamp-Spiegel. Wochenschrift für
die Kriegsgefangenen in Australien [The Camp Mirror. A Weekly for Prisoners of War in
Australia.]

34.

The complete two-year run of this journal. 2 vols. 104 weekly issues, generally 12 pages per issue (the covers in Numbers
1-19 are included in the pagination) with numerous illustrations after hand-drawn sketches and cartoons (including
a full-page plan of the camp in Number 30), plus a plate in Number 45 (an illustration of the camp). Numbers 29,
38, 41 and 42 contain an extra leaf of advertisements. Large & small 4to. Matching contemporary half brown stippled
cloth and marbled papered boards, retaining the original pictorial wrappers (with many in the first year coloured by
hand); covers lightly worn; edges trimmed, with a minimal amount of text cropped in several issues in the first volume;
acidic paper uniformly browned; red ink underlining to one passage (complaining of censorship); the folding plan has
an old tape repair to the hinge; a few trifling marks and edge tears; in excellent condition. Liverpool, mimeographed
(first year), and printed by ‘Kampspiegel-Druckerei, G.C.C.’ [German Concentration Camp] (second year), 9 April
1916 to 7 April 1918. 										£5,000
Any examples of printed ephemera from concentration camps in Australia are uncommon, but this complete
run of Der Kamp Spiegel is a rare survival indeed.
The magazine is replete with the typical light-hearted matter usually found in camp magazines: reports on
the musical, theatrical, literary and sporting activities in the camp – cartoons were included too. Yet there
are also several serialised contributions, first-hand accounts of action that were not printed anywhere else :
“Tagebuchblätter vom Weltkriege” [Leaves from a Diary of the World War]. These provide much detail on the
little reported Pacific theatre of the First World War and includes information on the concession of Germany’s
lease at Kiautschou Bay (China), and the battle between the German raider SMS Emden and HMAS Sydney off

the Cocos Islands. Indeed, some of the crew of the Emden were interned at Holdsworthy.
The journal commenced as a mimeographed newsletter, with use of an English typewriter only. Nonetheless, the editor
exploited the process and the wrappers often feature illustrated mastheads and pictures. However, in its second year,
the format was reduced and it was printed by letterpress in the more traditional German font. On April 28, 1918, KampSpiegel would undergo its final transformation into a monthly publication with the new title, Kampspiegel Monatshefte.
Illustrierte Zeitschrift für die Kriegsgefangenen in Australien. It ran for just nine issues.
The internment camp at Holdsworthy (now Holsworthy, near Liverpool in Sydney’s west) was built in 1914. It was the
largest of the camps built to house prisoners of war from the Central Powers, as well as naturalised migrants and Australian citizens whose origin or ancestry aroused suspicion of disloyalty. In 1916, the Australian government decided to
centralise internment, choosing Holdsworthy, and so the population swelled to around six thousand. The camp was run
as a prison by the Australian army: conditions were strict, bunks were frequently raided, and there were riots in 1915 and
1916. Most of the internees were deported at the war’s end.
This run likely belonged to former internee Günter Merten. Each mention of his name is underlined in pencil (most often
in the music and theatre pages) and he has signed the first pages of issue 18.
Not in Dornbusch; not in Fielding and O’Neill. OCLC locates 6 copies in Australia and one in Germany. (224206)

NEWS OF THE SOMME

PRINTED IN A CONCENTRATION CAMP
35.

[CANADA] [PROFESSORS OF
THE UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO]
Canadian Soldier’s Manual for French
and German
First edition. 16mo. Original brown cloth, title printed to upper board. [2], 78pp. Toronto, Camp Chaplain’s Office, Concentration Camp, 1915. £250
A lovely copy. Stanley Barracks was the only
concentration camp in Toronto during the First
World War and this appears to be the only book
baring this imprint. The work opens with a brief
discussion of grammar, pronunciation and useful
dialogue. The final 36pp is a vocabulary with English words translated into French and German.
The camp was active from December 1914 to
October 1916. Nearly 9000 enemy aliens were
held across Canada during the wart, the majority
of which were Ukrainian. (213087)

36.

[JAPAN] Extra to the “Japan Chroni-

cle”.
The Great Offensive Begun. Tremendous Fighting.
German Front Line Occupied. Many Prisoners
Captured. Handbill measuring 325 by 160mm. Title
and date also in Kanji. [Kobe] Sunday, July 2, 1916.
					£250
A rare survival. This fascinating report celebrating the success of the first day of the Battle of the
Somme is at odds with what actually occurred. Relaying news from the front from Paris on June 30
and London on July 1, the broadside reports on the
five mile advance of British troops and the capture
of many German troops. “Many local actions were
begun, together with and intensive bombardment
and gas emissions, followed by infantry raids and
surprise attacks, clearing out the enemy’s first
lines and taking prisoners.” It appears to be very
much an item of Allied propaganda. The reports of
the fighting came through on the news wire from
Reuters and Kokusai, Japan’s first international
press agency, which was headed by an American,
John R. Kennedy. (209892)

[RUSSIA]
Typed Copy of a “Confidential” biographical sketch of Rasputin and
memorandum on the state of Russia

37.

Retained copy. 11pp. Folio. Slightly soiled, old folds, stab marks, overall however very good. In half blue morocco folder.
Petrograd [St. Petersburg], January, 1917. 							£4,000
A remarkably prescient and prophetic account of the murder of Rasputin by a seasoned observer — indeed,
more than likely a professional journalist in Russia — on the eve of the Russian Revolution. The anonymous
author/reporter begins:
“It is only after serious deliberation and under a strong sense of public duty that I bring myself to write you
this report of Russian affairs. As you know, for a couple of years of this war I never wrote you - or anyone
else at home - a single line that was not for publication…But the time has come to speak, for there is only too
much reason to believe that we are on the eve of events much more serious than those of 1905-6…”
The writer gives a brief and vivid account of the career and character of Rasputin, the notorious “holy man,”
“rascal,” and “drunkard,” whose “miraculous power of the opposite sex” and incredible influence over the
Romanov court led to the messy assassination in late December, 1916, and the subsequent “reign of terror”
in which press reports were suppressed. “It is really a tragedy of a dynasty and may be still the tragedy of an
Empire…” which, he believes, presages an era of violence: “What is extremely unpleasant to contemplate is
that universal conviction that this is ‘only first blood’: the path of assassination is fatally attractive in Russia,
and, in point of fact, it is the only way in which, as things are, the nation can attempt roughly to adjust the
balance. Grave events are surely impending…” The events of the First World War were a direct contributor to
conditions that paved the ground for the Russian Revolution. Here we have an overview of Russia whilst she
was still involved in the fighting.
Portions of the document were reprinted, in heavily edited form, in “Rasputin, Nemesis of the Czar” in Current History, a Monthly Magazine of the New York Times vol. IV, no.2 (May 1917), pp288-291. (213779)

PRINTED IN BANGKOK
38.
[THAILAND] Royal Proclamation on the occasion of the Great Victory of
(Translation.)
Broadside. Vignette of the royal arms. Folio. Some old folds & light dampstaining. [Bangkok, 1918.]

the Allies.
£750

No copies are listed on OCLC or COPAC. A very good copy of this possibly unrecorded broadside announcing
the defeat of the Central powers and their terms of surrender to the Allies.
The text begins: “On the 22nd of July of the present year I invited the Siamese people to unite in an intercessional prayer involving the Holy Buddhist Trinity and the Virtues of the departed Sovereigns of the Royal
Chakri Dynasty to grant aid and vouchsafe victory to the Grand Alliance over our enemies.” This act marked
the first anniversary of Siam’s formal declaration of war on the Central powers. Siam’s hitherto friendly relations with Germany had ensured its neutrality to that point, yet the king rightly understood that participation
in the war with Britain and France might later lead to a revision of some of the southern territories ceded
between 1889-1909. As such, 12 ocean-going ships of the North German Line (NGL) were promptly seized as
war reparations.
Siam’s involvement in the war has attracted little attention. However, a small expeditionary force of nearly
1300 volunteers was sent to Europe and served on the Western Front under Major General Phya Pijaijarnrit.
Nineteen were killed in action. Siamese Army Air Corps were trained at the French Army Flying Schools at
Avord and Istres, though it is uncertain whether they qualified in time to fly before the end of the war. Additionally, a medical team was also sent and its believed that the nurses were the only women to have served in
the trenches.
The king then extends an invitation to the Siamese people to celebrate the anniversary of his coronation
“together with the Princess of the Royal House, the officials of the Governments, the officers and men of My
Army and Navy, and Corps of Wild Tiger Scouts, [and] there offer up a Thanksgiving Prayer to the Holy Emerald Image of our Lord Buddha... (M.R.) Rama R, Given at the Ambara Palace, Bangkok, on the nineteenth day
of November, B.E. 2461 (1918.)”
See: http://www.firstworldwar.com/features/thailand.htm
(207761)

Literature

39.

BENEŠ (Dr. Eduard).

My War Mem-

oirs.
Portrait frontispiece. First English edition. Tall 8vo., cloth,
re-backed using the original spine, with new boards and
free endpapers. London, George Allen and Unwin. 1928.
						£150
Translated by Paul Selver. A presentation copy,
inscribed in some 30 words on the half title page in
Czech to Robert F. Young, signed ‘Dr. Eduard Benes
Praha, 28.X.1928’. Robert Fitzgibbon Young, a civil
servant and historian of Bohemia, published a book
on the Czech philosopher and educationist Comenius.
Ownership inscription on the front pastedown ‘Robert
Fitzgibbon Young from the author (see page 113)’.
Lengthy quotations from Menander’s Sententiae, in
Greek, to the rear free endpaper. Bookplate to the front
pastedown of Ludi Horenstein, daughter of Robert
Fitzgibbon Young, and T.G.Masaryk’s god-daughter,
a dancer with Ballet Jooss and Ballet Rambert in the
1940s, who also danced under the names Rosemary
Young and Ludmila Mlada.
Jonathan Smele, in his book on the Russian revolution, describes this book as ‘the most comprehensive
and authoritative account of the work of the Czechoslovak liberation movement abroad during the First
World War, including coverage of the Czechoslovak
Legion in Russia’. The author was Thomas Masaryk’s
chief collaborator and subsequently became foreign
minister and later president of the Republic’.
Corners bumped, back cover creased. (220250)

CAINE (Hall).
Knockaloe. A Parable.

40.

The Woman of

First edition. 8vo., original black cloth, gilt. London, Cassell and Company. 1923. 			
£100
Loosely inserted is an a.l.s. from the author to a Mr
Anderson, dated 24th May 1928, thanking him for
“what you did with the Deemster lecture”. Deemster,
his third novel, was the first seen in the Isle of Man
and his first great success, going through some fifty
editions. An excellent copy, extremities rubbed, first
and last gatherings lightly foxed. (133266)

ELIOT (T.S.), JONES (David).
Parenthesis.

41.

In

With a note of Introduction by T.S.Eliot. First edition.
8vo., original blue cloth, lettered in gilt. London, Faber
and Faber. 1961. 			
£2,500
Number 3 of 75 numbered copies, signed by both
authors. First published in 1937, without Eliot’s
introduction. A near fine copy. (220189)

INCLUDING IMPORTANT MS. MATERIAL

REMARQUE (Erich Maria).
man by A.W. Wheen.

42.

All Quiet on the Western Front. Translated from the Ger-

First English edition. 8vo., original buff buckram, dust jacket. London, G.P. Putnam’s Sons. 1929.

£4,500

With two important and previously unrecorded documents relating to the publication of the English edition.
The first is a two-page ALS from the author dated 10th March 1929, from the Grand Hotel Curhaus, to an unnamed recipient, who may be G.H. Grubb of Putnam, regarding the translation, in which he gives Herbert Read
a much more prominent role than do the conventional accounts. “I wrote to Mr. Read to authorise him to change
any strong language or phrases if he thinks that this would do harm to the publication in England and America.
The same goes for the Lewandowsi field hospital scene. It may be better to leave it out if there is the possibility that
the book might be confiscated. The book is more important than the scene.” He concludes unambiguously “The
translation by Read and Wheen is excellent”. Read and Wheen were close friends and colleagues at the Victoria and
Albert Museum at the time and Read published the most widely quoted review of the English edition, in The Criterion, but appears to be nowhere credited with a hand in the translation.
The second is an 8-page ALS (in German, early translation by a German speaker supplied) from the journalist and
statesman Egon Wertheimer (also known as Ranshofen-Wertheimer) to G.H. Grubb of Putnam’s London office,
telling the story of the book’s English publication. By Wertheimer’s account, he had only read the first two instalments of the book’s serial publication, when he realised its importance, and determined to have the book published
in England. He describes the process of deciding on offering it to Putnam: firstly the imagist poet F.S. Flint, is an
old friend of his and translates for Putnam, secondly he admired how they had revived the career of Ludwig George,
and thirdly he liked their image: “Putnam, I came across, was balanced, not high-brow, but also not quackery; just
the thing, which would me, as common reader, induce to buy the book”. He then tells the extraordinary story of
cold-calling the firm, and delivering the manuscript (still untranslated) early in the afternoon to Putnam’s, to be
telephoned by their Mr. Huntington the very next day to say that they “... wished to acquire the book. I was touched
rather (deeply affected, strangely moved) by the fact that no businesslike (commercial) considerations induced
(incited) Mr. Huntington in the course of that conversation to diminish the impression the book had made on his
reader.” Hilton Tims in his biography of Remarque speaks of the “many versions of the chain of circumstances that
turned an unsolicited manuscript into one of the publishing sensations of the twentieth century - and just as many
claimants to the honour of ”discovering” it.
An excellent copy in dust jacket, chipped at the head and tail of the spine and enclosed in a protective folding box.
(133012)

43.

SASSOON (Siegfried).

The War Po-

ems.
With a prefatory extract from Henri Barbusse’s Le Feu. First
edition, small 8vo., half title, original red cloth decorated
after a design by William Nicholson, printed paper labels to
the spine and the top board, dust jacket lettered and ruled in
red. London, William Heinemann. 1919. 		
£2,000
Spine of jacket slightly faded, one short closed tear to
the spine of the jacket, top edge of jacket a little crumpled without loss, minor foxing to the edges of the
book block, nevertheless a very attractive copy with the
handsome small bookplate of Wilfred Willett, who had
been badly injured at Ypres. Having befriended Henry
Williamson during the war (they fell apart later owing
to very divergent political beliefs) he was the model for
Williamson’s character Phillip Madison. (216442)

THOMAS (Edward). ELLIS (Vivian
Locke), DAVIES (W.H.), et al.
In Memoriam: Edward Thomas.

44.

Being Number Two of the Green Pastures Series. Full page
black and white wood engraving, title page illustration and
other decorations by James Guthrie. 8vo., near fine in original green black and white decorated wrappers by Guthrie,
housed in a folding cloth case and cloth and marbled paper
covered slipcase. The Morland Press Ltd. 1919.
£250
The poems and prose included are Up in the Winds by
Edward Thomas (his first poem, previously unpublished), Sonnets of April by Vivian Locke Ellis, As I knew
him by J.W. Haines, Killed in Action by W.H. Davies and
In Memoriam, E.T. by Julian Thomas. Edward Thomas,
prolific writer and poet, was killed in action on Easter
Monday 1917. (119779)

INSCRIBED “TO UNKNOWN WARRIORS”
45.
TOMLINSON (Henry Major).
Mars His Idiot.
First edition. 8vo. Dustjacket, a little rubbed with two small chips. Inscribed by the author. London, Heinemann, 1935. [With] TOMLINSON (H.M.) Mars His Idiot. Proof copy. Square 8vo. Original yellow printed
wrappers, annotated throughout in the author’s hand. [London, Heinemann], c. 1935. 		
£1,750
At the time of publication, Tomlinson was a journalist and novelist of some note. His first published
work in 1912 The Sea and the Jungle showed considerable promise and he was made a war correspondent in Belgium and France in 1914. Tomlinson became official war correspondent at British Headquarters in France, 1914-17. Here, he met H.W. Massingham, who made him assistant editor at The Nation.
Tomlinson held the post until 1923.
He continued to publish books throughout the twenties and thirties, turning his hand to fiction. These
became increasingly preoccupied with his hatred of war and hampered somewhat by the overt moral
code underpinning them. His polemic on the First World War, Mars His Idiot, was published as the
Second World War appeared increasingly likely.
This is a very desirable set, The author’s annotations to his proof show Tomlinson refining and frequently strengthening his arguments even as the book went to press, and offer a fascinating commentary on the political debate over appeasement. (209972)

WEST (Rebecca).
the Soldier.

46.

The Return of

First edition. 8vo., original green cloth. London, Nisbet &
Co. 1918. 				
£250
A very tidy (one gathering slightly sprung, otherwise
about fine) copy of the author’s second book and first
novel, which deals with the aftermath of shell shock
in the First World War. With a very neat presentation
inscription on the front free endpaper to the radical
author Emily Townshend “To Auntie Townshend.
With love. from Rebecca.” (131685)

47.
WILLIAMSON (Henry). SCHWABE (Randolph), illustrator.
The Wet Flanders Plain.
Title-page and covers by Randolph Schwabe, First edition,
8vo., one of a limited edition of 320 copies on hand-made
paper, total edition 400 copies, fore and lower edges untrimmed, linen backed decorative boards, gilt, The Beaumont Press, London. 1929. 			
£325
Head of spine bumped, the spine a little dusty, the
boards a touch grubby around the edges. An account of
the Author’s return to the battlefields of his service in
First World War. (216441)

